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Zadok the Priest
i. Zadok the Priest
ii. And all the people rejoic’d
iii. God save the King (Amen, Alleluia)
My heart is inditing
i. My heart is inditing
ii. Kings’ daughters
iii. Upon thy right hand
iv. Kings shall be thy nursing fathers
Let thy hand be strengthened
i. Let thy hand be strengthened
ii. Let justice and judgement
iii. Alleluia!
The King shall rejoice
i. The King shall rejoice
ii. Exceeding glad shall he be
iii. Glory and worship
iv. Thou hast prevented him
v. Alleluia!

PROGRAM NOTES

FOUR CORONATION ANTHEMS

On June 2 1953 millions of television viewers across Britain tuned into a live
broadcast of the Coronation of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II. Amongst the
music chosen for this coronation was George Frideric Handel’s Zadok the Priest.
The fact that this piece has been sung at every coronation since King George II in
1727 is not only a testament to the poignancy of this music, but also to Handel’s
ability to write in a style which speaks through the ages. The popularity of Zadok
continues to this day, the piece also featuring at the wedding of “Australia’s own”
Princess Mary of Denmark as she walked down the aisle of
Copenhagen Cathedral in 2004.
Handel’s composition of the Four Coronation Anthems was probably a hurried
affair – on 9 September 1727 it was known that “Mr Hendel (sic), the famous
composer to the opera, is appointed by the King to compose the Anthem at the
Coronation which is to be sung at Westminster Abbey at the Grand Ceremony.”
It is now known that this quote is pretty misleading. Handel was, in fact,
commissioned not to write just one, but four Anthems for this occasion. On 20
September that year he had to be present at a meeting of the Privy Council with
most of the music completed, with the final manuscripts ready for rehearsal
before the Coronation of King George II, which was to take place on 4 October.
Of the four Coronation Anthems, Let thy hand be strengthened is the smallestscaled in terms of its instrumentation (no brass or timpani is used), however,
this does not make its style less regal in flavour. Here Handel harks back, and
possibly draws from the more traditional English verse-anthem style of choral
writing pioneered by the likes of Henry Purcell, whose music was sung at the
coronation of James II (around 40 years earlier). The anthem is set in three
short movements, the first exalts the monarch in a declamatory fashion,
semi-fugal writing throughout each part in the choir is interspersed with
moments of unanimous euphuistic joy.

The second movement is more pious in its conception, a minor tonality
surrounds a prayer for “justice and judgement”, whilst in the last movement the
“Alleluia” brings a more subtle joy of occasion again through a short, jubilant
fugue.

The King shall rejoice is set over four movements. Whilst maintaining a similar
brevity, Handel expands on the text of Psalm 21, employing the forces of brass
and timpani. It opens in a more forthright manner; the delayed entry of the
trumpets adds an energy and drive before the opening chorus.
The inner movements contrast in both rhythm and key, the anthem ending with
an Alleluia - Handel basing it on his setting of Psalm 127 - Nisi Dominus (perhaps
here re-using some material in order to meet the tight deadline for completing
these anthems in time for the Coronation).
The style of My heart is inditing is more subtle and lyrical, it opens in a lilting
triple time, at the core of the anthem lie the words “…the King shall have pleasure
in thy beauty.” Here Handel’s writing is more sensual, highlighting that this
is, in fact, “the queen’s anthem.” The final movement of this anthem is more
exuberant, a busy and quick succession of phrases from the strings is overlaid
by a unified and assertive “Kings shall be thy nursing fathers” sung by the choir,
trumpets and timpani are engaged at the end of this section on the words “…and
queens shall be thy nursing mothers.”

Zadok the Priest opens with hushed arpeggios from the higher strings of the
orchestra, whilst the lower strings and woodwind provide an underlying
heartbeat, a gradual crescendo builds leading into a bombastic opening, Handel
employing the full-force of the orchestra. In the second section “And all the
people rejoic’d” Handel utilises a more emphatic set of arpeggios, this time
throughout all sections of the choir. An exultant chorus of “God save the King”
rings out across the choir in the third section, Handel finally completing the
anthem with a spritely fugue interspersed with declamatory choral moments
on the words “Amen, alleluia.”
© Nick Caddick, 2022
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ENGLISH PARTSONGS

Ralph Vaughan Williams and Benjamin Britten are two of the most
consummate stylists of 20th century choral music – very different in
style, but matched for their ability to create a uniquely English mood. Our
opening set of three songs draws from two Vaughan Williams’ song cycles
written at opposite ends of his career (Three Elizabethan Partsongs, 1913;
Three Shakespearean Songs, 1951). These fleeting musical moments,
each a setting of a poem, show Vaughan Williams’ enduring regard for
Elizabethan England as a pastoral idyll. We then present two of Britten’s
five Flower Songs (1950): Not only are these pieces a contrast with Vaughan
Williams, they are a contrast between themselves: Marsh Flowers, setting
a George Crabbe poem about the seemingly unlovely flora of the Suffolk
fens, is harsh, angular, and dissonant; The Evening Primrose evokes the shy
beauty of a flower which shares its bloom only in the serenity of nightfall.
Our program for this concert concludes with two folksong settings – one by
Vaughan Williams himself – which continues a very English theme.
© Jonathan Wallis, 2022
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DON QUIXOTE SUITE

Georg Philipp Telemann has become one of the most celebrated Baroque
composers, writing a vast array of music from operas and cantatas to
intimate chamber works. His Don Quixote Suite for orchestra was designed
to be a light-hearted tribute to the novel Don Quixote by Spanish author
Miguel de Cervantes, one of the more popular works of the day. Written for
strings and consisting of an overture with six titled pieces in the form of
Baroque dances, the suite is framed as a day in the life of Quixote, depicting
scenes from the adventures of the famous knight and his squire. Every
movement cleverly matches notes and rhythms to the theme.

GRAHAM ABBOTT, Conductor
A graduate of the Sydney Conservatorium, Graham Abbott has been
Conductor-in-Residence at the Elder Conservatorium of Music, University
of Adelaide, Musical Director of Adelaide Chorus and Melbourne Chorale,
Associate Conductor of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, and Guest
Chorus Master for the Royal Scottish National Orchestra.
Graham has conducted all the major Australian orchestras, opera companies,
choral societies and new and early music ensembles. A recognised and
respected enthusiast for the music of Handel he has conducted Messiah
on more than seventy-five occasions in Australia, New Zealand and the
UK and given first Australian performances of works including Athalia,
Ariodante, Agrippina and La resurrezione.
This year Graham continues in his role as Artistic Director for Hayllar
Music Tours. He will conduct the inaugural Richard Gill Memorial
Festival of Strings in Melbourne and return to the Auckland Philharmonia
Orchestra for Unwrap the Music and to the Adelaide Symphony for the
‘Big Rehearsal’. He will also make his debut with National Opera Canberra,
conducting Handel’s Alcina.

HOBART CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Gary Wain, Rehearsal Conductor

Established in 1987 the Hobart Chamber Orchestra has established itself
as a high-quality ensemble with a reputation for initiative, innovation,
building enduring collaborations, and fostering young talent. Membership is
drawn from semi-professional musicians, Conservatorium students, music
teachers and experienced amateurs.
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ALLEGRI ENSEMBLE
Jonathan Wallis, Director

Since 2012 Allegri Ensemble has been renowned for exciting and committed
interpretations of choral music from the Renaissance to the contemporary.
Allegri’s performances combine imaginative programming with a distinctive
sound of great warmth, clarity, and cohesion. The choir regularly performs
across Tasmania both a-cappella and in collaboration with Tasmania’s finest
instrumentalists.
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